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£ ^TS^ of the fmrsay0 f t
at tTe presentgtime tW are t^^^^^SS

^^P^^^^^1^^ schemes which have been technically sanctioned roughly amounts to 2 crores of rupees and ^/utterly impossible for the Local Government to meet 50 per r«»Tit Brants up to that amount.
123 So in the present situation and at the present
level of prices and the like, and the other claims on
GovemnSt funds, if really municipalities are going
in for an outlay for these improved amenities the
receiving of grants from Government up to 50 per
cent, is by no means to be counted on ?—-No. I think
„ * .„ •i. -111	<* „„•(.,••«+>io+ (Mv. Wtles}: That
 [Continued.
view the remedy for that was
municipality more powers of taxation
or whether on the other hand, even if they had
more powers of taxation the view of the citizens
would be such as would make it difficult to impose
more taxes ?-Well, it is very difficult to say whether
if they had more powers the citizens would be willing
to accept more taxation. I am rather doubtful on
that point. But it gives them a very strong argu
ment for saying that they cannot get on without
Government grants when they can show that with
the help of the taxes which they may impose they
cannot raise the revenue.	j. . „
135 I would like to ask a question on a totally different subject which you find is the topic clearly dealt with in a chapter which is only very incidentally relevant to-day, Chapter VI, Indianisation
- -	!.*    I just wanted to be quite clear.    \Ve
 
^   he scheme tha
 work
 
ma J\aracni naa rai&cu. iua-iio.	. .    i
 125.	On the security of their rates and municipal
buildings ?—Yes.
 126.	Mr. Cadogan :   By sanction of the Govern-
 127.	The CTiairvnan :   They raised the money ?—
They have, yes.
 128.	Are there cases in which schemes have been
taken up by municipalities but are not being earned
out because they are not getting Government grants ?
: is by no "money if somebody  else  would
130 What I particularly want to ask you about is this. Looking at p. 118t of your book, you say:— " The list of municipal wants, which appears to grow " larger each year, shows that the municipal bodies " are still a long way from satisfying the demands " of their citizens." I will read the next sentence in a moment.- Do I understand, and I gather Mr. Wiles confirms you, that those demands on matters of local amenities can hardly be financed from central funds ? Is that right, Mr. Wiles ?—(Mr. Wiles) : Yes.
 131.	Therefore if the demands of the citizens are
going to be met, apparently they can only be met if
the municipality is empowered and is prepared to
raise by municipal rates or local taxes the money ?—
(Mr. Turner) : Yes.
 132.	What I should like to know is this.    In your
general experience do you think that the failure of
municipalities to find money for these schemes more
readily is due to want of power to raise the money
or it is due to unwillingness on the part of the citizens
to incur the extra burden ?    Which is it ?—I think
it is mainly due to the unwillingness to incur the
extra burden.   At the same time there js difficulty
in finding suitable sources of taxation outside the
sources already tapped.
133. As regards sources of municipal taxes, have you got any suggestions to make about that ?—The present taxes open to the local bodies are what they call the scheduled taxes and outside the house tax, the octroi and the terminal tax, and for the district local boards except the local fund cess there is really no other source so far as I can see which is likely to be of any f reat profit to the local bodies. They have, for instance, the profession tax.
134. Looking at the next sentence which I promised to read, on page llQf of your book, we find :— " It is clear that the demand for modern amenities '« on the part of the public has outrun the resources "both of the local bodies and of the Provincial '* Government/* What I wanted to be clear about
* Mr. Gilbert Wiles, I.C.S., Secretary to the Government of Bombay, Finance Department. His evidence is printed on pages 26 and 49.
t VoUVH.
 uci^y of Bombay you will have I suppose some civil servants who are All-India officials ?—\es.
136. Secured under the Government of India Act .' —Yes
137.' Then you will have other officials who will, if I understand rightly, be provincial servants ?— That is so.
138. I do not want to argue about it. Can you tell me first of all as regards All-India services (who will be the I.C.S., and I suppose, the Police service and several other things), what is the approximate
at the present
139.	In the-.w	j -     	       *   •-
Presidency.    That includes officers deputed to the Government of India.
 140.	Who have been lent to the Government of
India ?—Yes.
 141.	Then we shall get the  right  picture if we
to-day regard the Presidency of Bombay as having
something like  130  I.C.S.  people ?—It is actually
less than that.    It is actually 121.
 142.	Lord Burnham :   I see on page 240* at the
bottom a sentence which reads :—" The Indian Civil
" Service cadre on the Civil List of October, 1927,
"consists of 107 Europeans and 28 Indians   .   .    ."
Didn't you say 130 ?—136.    I was thinking of the
total number of Europeans.

 143.	The Chairman :   I asked about I.C.S.    I am
not thinking at the moment  of  Europeans only.
I want to know how many I.C.S. people there are.
It comes, then, to about 130 ?—In the last Quarterly
Civil List it is 136.
 144.	We have now an idea as to how it works
out so far as regards the distribution between Indians
and Europeans are concerned—60 to 50 per cent, to
be reached in 1939.    Now would you tell me about
the Provincial Service in this Presidency.    No doubt
it goes down to a large number of officers on the lower
rank, but is there any sort of figure which you can
give me ?—The strength of the Deputy Collectors,
who correspond to the I.C.S. Assistant Collectors, is 87.
146. Let me see if I understand that correctly. You have 27 districts in Bombay. Am I right in thinking that in such a district, ordinarily, speaking, you will have a Collector, and then you'will have sub-divisions of the district—three, say ?—It may be three, and sometimes two.
 146.	And therefore to help the Collector you will
have an Assistant Collector, or a Deputy Collector,
in each sub-division ?—rThat is so.
 147.	And do I understand rightly that an Assistant
Collector is an I.C.S. man ?—-Yes.
 148.	But a Deputy Collector is a Provincial Service
man ?—Yes.
 149.	So that in any given district it may happen
that a sub-division of the district is in charge of an
officer of the Provincial Service, who would be a

